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This important book by one of our leading experts on disaster preparedness offers a

compelling narrative about our nation’s inability to properly plan for large-scale disasters and

proposes changes that can still be made to assure the safety of its citizens.Five years after

9/11 and one year after Hurricane Katrina, it is painfully clear that the government’s emergency

response capacity is plagued by incompetence and a paralyzing bureaucracy. Irwin Redlener,

who founded and directs the National Center for Disaster Preparedness, brings his years of

experience with disasters and health care crises, national and international, to an incisive

analysis of why our health care system, our infrastructure, and our overall approach to disaster

readiness have left the nation vulnerable, virtually unable to respond effectively to catastrophic

events. He has had frank, and sometimes shocking, conversations about the failure of systems

during and after disasters with a broad spectrum of people—from hospital workers and FEMA

officials to Washington policy makers and military leaders. And he also analyzes the role of

nongovernmental organizations, such as the American Red Cross in the aftermath of

Katrina.Redlener points out how a government with a track record of over-the-top cronyism and

a stunning disregard for accountability has spent billions on “random acts of preparedness,”

with very little to show for it—other than an ever-growing bureaucracy. As a doctor, Redlener is

especially concerned about America’s increasingly dysfunctional and expensive health care

system, incapable of handling a large-scale public health emergency, such as pandemic flu or

widespread bioterrorism. And he also looks at the serious problem of a disengaged,

uninformed citizenry—one of the most important obstacles to assuring optimal readiness for

any major crisis.Redlener describes five natural and man-made disaster scenarios as a way to

imagine what we might face, what our current systems would and would not prepare us for,

and what would constitute optimal planning—for government and the public—in each situation.

To see what could be learned from others, he points up some of the more effective ways

countries in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East have dealt with various disasters. And he

concludes with a real prescription: a nine-point proposal for how America can be better

prepared as well as an addendum of what citizens themselves can do.An essential book for

our time, Americans at Risk is a devastating and realistic account of where we stand today.

“Preparing for major disasters is one of the most difficult challenges we face. This fresh look at

what’s at stake is a must-read for opinion leaders, elected officials, and, especially, for

American citizens who want to know what each of us can–and should–do now.”–Dr. Robert

Kadlec, Staff Director, U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Bioterrorism and Public Health

Preparedness“In his compelling book, Dr. Redlener makes a stirring argument about what’s

wrong with our approach to preventing and responding to megadisasters. The descriptions of

what actually happens in a large-scale catastrophe are eye-opening. The good news is that the

book also tells us what can be done–by governments and individuals–to reduce the

devastation of future disasters.”–President William J. Clinton“If you are skeptical of White

House claims, FEMA’s stated plans, Homeland Security’s policy or DOD’s assessments, do

what I have done for more than thirty years, find out what Dr. Irwin Redlener thinks. He has

been an unbiased, golden source to reporters who want real answers in our troubled times.”–

Fred Francis, Senior Correspondent, NBC NewsFrom the Hardcover edition.About the

AuthorDr. Irwin Redlener is the director of the National Center for Disaster Preparedness at



Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health and president of the Children's Health

Fund, which he cofounded with singer Paul Simon. He has three children and lives with his wife

in New York City. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1Help on Hold, Lives at StakeAlmost a month to

the day following the devastating landfall of Hurricane Katrina, I made my third of many trips to

the Gulf region of Mississippi. I was there to meet with members of the Operation Assist

medical relief team who had been working nonstop to treat the unending flow of displaced and

disoriented people who needed medical care. Operation Assist is the collaboration singer-

songwriter Paul Simon and I organized between the Children's Health Fund and Columbia

University's Mailman School of Public Health to bring emergency relief to people who had

survived the storm. On the way from the Biloxi-Gulfport airport, I asked to be driven by some

areas that had been particularly hard-hit. I had been to these neighborhoods before but was

anxious to see what progress had been made.We drove down I-90, heading into D'Iberville, a

community of some 7,500 citizens, with a Wal-Mart, a Winn-Dixie supermarket, and a couple of

dollar stores. The weather was balmy and slightly overcast. It felt like a normal day in a typical

small southern town—until we looked out the window. In some neighborhoods, whole blocks

had been flattened. Storefronts had been ripped off the buildings and overhead signs were left

dangling from one corner of the store or had been blown away entirely. There were about 1,830

homes in D'Iberville before Katrina came crashing through town. In Katrina's wake some 1,250

homes had sustained wind or water damage. Nearly 400 had been destroyed.In 2000, the

median income for residents of D'Iberville was about $34,000 a year, about 20 percent under

the national average of about $42,000. People were more or less middle class and mostly

white, with fewer than one in five residents African American or Vietnamese. Many families

were living at or below the poverty level; few had substantial investments or savings—in other

words, little or no financial safety net was readily available. The storm damage, the disruption

of the social networks, and vastly diminished public services were taking a toll on the

community.On my first visit, just days after the storm, I was overwhelmed by the extent of the

damage, and perplexed and infuriated by so little evidence of any organized governmental

response—or even presence. Now, just four weeks later, it seemed that nothing much had

changed.I saw high in the still standing trees of a destroyed middle-class community what

seemed to be some toys and children's shredded clothes. Sifting through the wreckage of what

had been a home, a family was looking for something to salvage. A few crews of Central

American workers were beginning to reconstruct a roof or a house here and there, but in

general, time seemed to have stopped altogether.In a low-income housing project, children

surrounded us and clamored for the bottled water and granola bars we had brought. I asked a

mother if FEMA (the Federal Emergency Management Agency) or the Red Cross had been

there. She said, "Not here. We have to send somebody out every day to find the closest Red

Cross center, where we can get water for the community. It's usually a ten- or fifteen-minute

drive from here. And we still don't have electricity or fresh water." When I asked if the children

were going to school, she said, "Some days."This visit and every subsequent one to the Gulf

reinforced what we have now learned: the emergency response to the hurricane's damage in

the Gulf was woefully, painfully insufficient. And as bad as things were in Mississippi, the

situation was even worse in neighboring Louisiana, where, even six months after the storm, the

news remained disheartening, an endless stream of unanticipated consequences and

unresolved problems. Well beyond the acute emergency phase of the initial response, the

services and relief efforts seem to be struggling as much as ever in New Orleans and

throughout Louisiana. Information is faulty and incomplete. Issues that should have been



thought about long before the disaster struck have become intractable barriers to meeting the

needs of people who have been through a hellish combination of natural violence and

bureaucratic blunders.Gregory Kutz, the Government Accountability Office auditor who led an

investigation into use of federal funds for relief, testified on February 14, 2006, before the

Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs that funds wasted in the

Katrina aftermath will certainly amount to millions of dollars, and "it could be tens or hundreds

of millions of dollars." And an audit by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), led by

Inspector General Richard L. Skinner and released on April 14, 2006, reaffirmed the chaotic

squandering of taxpayer funds. No example better typifies this waste than the FEMA-

administered debit card program that gave evacuees cards with $2,000 balances intended to

purchase emergency provisions. The debit cards came with no oversight and no guidelines. As

a result, the cards were used to purchase frivolous items unrelated to evacuation needs

including adult entertainment, gambling, a $450 tattoo, and a diamond engagement ring for

$1,100. Moreover, qualification for the cards required very little verification. Consequently,

900,000 of the 2.5 million cards distributed went to people with fake addresses and duplicate

or fake Social Security numbers. A total of $24 million worth of cards were given out, with little

hope that the total will ever be accounted for.The basic challenge was finding housing for the

estimated 300,000 families whose homes Katrina wrecked. As I write, the hard-hit

neighborhoods of New Orleans remain virtually unchanged since the day after the floodwaters

retreated. The 300,000 homes destroyed or made uninhabitable represent at least $67 billion

in losses. This devastation surpasses the combined damage from the four largest hurricanes in

2004 (Charley, Francis, Ivan, and Jeanne), which ruined 85,000 homes. There are still blocks

and blocks of irreversibly damaged houses, their interior walls covered with black mold, and

thousands of metric tons of debris and garbage still filling the streets. So much of the mess

remains frozen in time that a thriving new business has emerged: entrepreneurs, like the Gray

Line bus tour that charges $35 a head, have been taking gawking tourists to see what Mother

Nature has wrought and human beings cannot seem to fix.At the very time when the federal

government has begun to cut off funds supporting displaced families being sheltered in hotels

throughout—and beyond—Louisiana, thousands of FEMA-purchased mobile homes languish

in fields and empty lots in Florida and Arkansas, undelivered and unused. This fact came out in

a CNN interview with a FEMA official in Arkansas. The backdrop was the surreal image of a

sea of 11,000 empty, brand new white mobile homes.The reporter asked, "Why aren't these

trailers being used to house evacuees in Louisiana? Why are they still here?" The FEMA

official replied, "It's hard to find places to put them in Louisiana where the right hookups—like

electricity and water—are available." Later in the interview, the FEMA official, referring to New

Orleans, offered, "Mobile homes can't be put in floodplains."The need for temporary housing is

still greatest in the neighborhoods that have been evacuated. Workers are needed to clean up

and rebuild New Orleans. And employees are needed to restart the businesses struggling to

regain their footing. But for workers to return, their families have to have somewhere to live and

to go back to school.Only 2,700 of the 25,000 perfectly adequate trailers used for temporary

housing and purchased for more than $850 million had been installed by mid-February, 2006;

nearly half of them were sitting in mud in Hope, Arkansas, waiting to be shipped and put to

use. Tax dollars are paying for this travesty of a recovery program in a part of the country that

Congress is trying hard to forget. There was at least one major military base in Louisiana that

might have been a good medium-term housing solution; ironically, it was closed in 1992

through the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process. England Air Force Base in

Alexandria, Louisiana, a few hours north of New Orleans, was temporarily used to house about



two hundred evacuees. Although a mixed-use property, surely it could have been considered

as a location for trailers or other temporary housing. Yet, through February 2006, the

government spent $249 million commissioning four cruise ships to provide more than 8,000

cabins for this purpose. The cost of some $5,100 per month per cabin was six times the going

rate to rent a two-bedroom apartment. I am still wondering how this makes sense.The truth is,

we weren't prepared to prevent the flooding of New Orleans because we didn't make sure that

the levees at the 17th Street Canal and Industrial Canal and along canals extending south from

Lake Pontchartrain would stand up to a greater than category 3 hurricane. While the Bush

administration's proposed FY 2004 budget included $297 million for civil works projects in the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' New Orleans district, Congress approved only $40 million, of

which $3 million was slated for New Orleans's East Bank Hurricane Levee Project. But the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers project manager, Al Naomi, reported that $11 million was needed.

Congress ultimately approved $5.5 million, but because of the project's reduced budget, work

on the levee system was halted for the first time in thirty-seven years. To correct this deficit, we

should have mounted an organized emergency response but stunning governmental

incompetence and lack of coordination got in the way on many levels. And we are unprepared

to recove... --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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from the very beginning. The same is true of Bob’s dedicated staff members, Jennifer Bryning,

Kathy Hebert, and David Marcozzi. Ann Gavaghan, of Senator Clinton’s staff, is another very
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emergency responders laid everything on the line to help their fellow citizens. Innumerable

police officers and EMTs who themselves had lost everything in the storm stayed on the job

helping so many others for weeks and months on end. Even high government officials rolled up

their sleeves and worked under extreme duress and at personal risk.
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that’s the challenge.”A number of people with enormous experience relevant to this book gave

very generously of their time and insights, especially former secretary of state General Colin

Powell, former FEMA head James Lee Witt, and U.S Surgeon General Richard Carmona. I am

grateful to each of them. And I want to thank Bill Lokey, a senior official at FEMA and one of

this country’s top disaster-response professionals, for his candid insights about the challenges

ahead for FEMA.I want to acknowledge that I gained a good deal of perspective from the first

secretary of homeland security, Tom Ridge. I began meeting with Tom before his appointment

to the cabinet and while he was director of the Office of Homeland Security in the White

House. He impressed me from the beginning as a dedicated, hardworking leader who had the

courage to take on the gargantuan task of putting together the new Department of Homeland

Security.In my own work involving the megadisasters of 9/11 and the Katrina catastrophe I

have been deeply inspired by people who worked tirelessly and courageously under trying

conditions. These men and women, from all walks of life, are the real heart and soul of America

in times of duress. Some are political leaders, some are first responders, and some are

ordinary people who rise to the challenge, regardless of personal cost or risk. I can’t possibly

be complete here, but I want to cite a few individuals who have been important role models in

disasters.Rudy Giuliani provided key leadership after 9/11, but there were countless others

who were prepared to sacrifice everything to do what had to be done. Firefighters, police

officers, emergency medical technicians, construction workers, teams from the Office of

Emergency Management, transportation workers, and many others did their jobs with valor and

ingenuity. The junior senator from New York, Hillary Rodham Clinton, traveled from one end of

the state to the other to speak with her constituents and reassure them personally that their

government was on the case. She joined Senator Chuck Schumer, newly elected New York

City mayor Michael Bloomberg, and every member of the New York congressional delegation

to make sure that the resources to deal with the aftermath would be available as needed.In

addition, a number of dedicated members of Congress on both sides of the aisle deserve

recognition and thanks for working so hard to fix some of the serious problems that impair our



ability to respond to large-scale disasters. In addition to Senators Clinton and Schumer, who

have been on the case nonstop, Senators Susan Collins, Tom Harkin, Joe Lieberman, Jay

Rockefeller, and Barak Obama have rallied to the cause. Congressman Peter King has totally

immersed himself in the issue and become one of the nation’s real experts on homeland

security. And North Carolina Senator Richard Burr has taken on his work as chairman of the

Subcommittee on Bioterrorism Preparedness and Public Health with great interest and

thoughtfulness about the critical issues his subcommittee must address. Senator Burr is a

serious player on this issue.There are several congressional staffers who are providing

important leadership and support on the issues. Dr. Robert Kadlec, staff director to Senator

Burr, is an extraordinary expert on bioterrorism whom I originally met when he was working at

the White House right after 9/11. He has been supportive and helpful to my work on this book

from the very beginning. The same is true of Bob’s dedicated staff members, Jennifer Bryning,

Kathy Hebert, and David Marcozzi. Ann Gavaghan, of Senator Clinton’s staff, is another very

effective consummate professional who has fully dedicated herself to this terribly difficult work

of drafting preparedness and response legislation.In Louisiana and Mississippi, the dedication

and heroism of so many people were not only inspiring, but literally lifesaving. Thousands of

emergency responders laid everything on the line to help their fellow citizens. Innumerable

police officers and EMTs who themselves had lost everything in the storm stayed on the job

helping so many others for weeks and months on end. Even high government officials rolled up

their sleeves and worked under extreme duress and at personal risk.In the immediate

aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, I was very moved to receive a call from Mississippi Senator

Thad Cochran. Paul Simon, co-founder with me of the Children’s Health Fund, and I had met

with the senator in the spring of 2005 to tell him about the mobile medical units we were using

around the country to provide health care for some of the nation’s most medically underserved

children. Then after the Katrina disaster, Senator Cochran was among the very first to realize

how useful these units might be in providing emergency assistance in the Gulf. Through his

influence we reached Mississippi state health director Brian Amy and emergency operations

chief James Craig—both incredibly effective public officials who took charge of the public

health response to Katrina in their state. They were exceedingly helpful in making sure our

units got to where they needed to be.Three senior health officials in Louisiana, all physicians,

have played critical roles in the aftermath of the disaster in New Orleans and the rest of the

state: Kevin Stephens, director of the New Orleans Department of Health; Fred Cerise,

secretary of the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals; and Jimmy Guidry, a state

health officer. Not only did they stay on the job nonstop for months, they worked on the front

lines during the worst times after the hurricane and flooding of New Orleans.I have met many

extraordinary doctors in my career, but it’s fair to say that I have only rarely encountered

anyone as dedicated and effective as Erin Brewer, who works with the Louisiana Department

of Health. Our first conversation was by telephone just a couple of days after the hurricane. The

Children’s Health Fund was getting ready to send down the first of our mobile medical units,

and I called her to get a sense of the scope of the disaster.Erin told me what she had seen and

I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. She had not slept in days. Before she finished her report,

she stopped speaking. I heard the anguish in her crying. In a moment she regained her

composure and apologized for “being so emotional.” She said it had been overwhelming. As a

doctor and a human being it was unbearable to her that so many people needed help, and that

so few resources were available to meet the urgent demand. From that moment, Erin and I

were bonded. She was our local eyes and ears, making sure that our assets—and those of

hundreds of others—got to the places where medical help was most needed.There are many



people who support me every day, particularly at the Children’s Health Fund. These dedicated

professionals responded as effectively to the Katrina disaster as they did to the 9/11 attacks in

New York. Drs. Arturo Brito, Alan Shapiro, Dave Krol, Mike Duffy, Sue Spalding, Randy

Christensen, Isabel Piño, Pervis Hill, and Paula Madrid, along with so many other physicians,

nurses, social workers, and drivers, rose to the occasion of seeing thousands of dazed, injured,

and traumatized survivors. Much of their response was organized by Lynn Seim, CHF senior

vice president and nurse supreme. Our clinical and public health work in the Gulf after Katrina

was dubbed “Operation Assist.” We thought this would be a relatively quick relief effort, but it

soon turned into a long-term commitment providing services to the displaced families of the

Gulf. Alison Greene, Operation Assist’s director, public health expert Richard Garfield, and

Susan Robinson all were instrumental in these efforts, as was field director Allison Wynn. They

were backed up by the headquarters staff of Carol Sumkin, Gabrielle Schang, Violet Moss,

Roy Grant, and so many others. On the policy side, Dennis Johnson, my long-time colleague

and executive vice president of the CHF, has been a great source of insight and

encouragement from the beginning.Many colleagues have deepened my understanding of

terrorism and disasters, including Dr. Tara O’Toole, director of the University of Pittsburgh

Medical Center’s Center for Biosecurity, and Dr. Isaac Weisfuse, deputy director of New York

City’s Department of Health and Mental Health, to name just two. Judge Joe Bruno, New York’s

commissioner of the Office of Emergency Operations, has been another effective professional

who has done a remarkable job in bringing this department up to a new standard. New York is

also very fortunate to have Commissioner Ray Kelly running the NYPD. This has clearly

become one of the most effective law enforcement agencies in the world, particularly in its

ability to gather intelligence, interdict terrorism, and prepare its officers for whatever might

occur.

A number of people with enormous experience relevant to this book gave very generously of

their time and insights, especially former secretary of state General Colin Powell, former FEMA

head James Lee Witt, and U.S Surgeon General Richard Carmona. I am grateful to each of

them. And I want to thank Bill Lokey, a senior official at FEMA and one of this country’s top

disaster-response professionals, for his candid insights about the challenges ahead for FEMA.I

want to acknowledge that I gained a good deal of perspective from the first secretary of

homeland security, Tom Ridge. I began meeting with Tom before his appointment to the cabinet

and while he was director of the Office of Homeland Security in the White House. He

impressed me from the beginning as a dedicated, hardworking leader who had the courage to

take on the gargantuan task of putting together the new Department of Homeland Security.In

my own work involving the megadisasters of 9/11 and the Katrina catastrophe I have been

deeply inspired by people who worked tirelessly and courageously under trying conditions.

These men and women, from all walks of life, are the real heart and soul of America in times of

duress. Some are political leaders, some are first responders, and some are ordinary people

who rise to the challenge, regardless of personal cost or risk. I can’t possibly be complete here,

but I want to cite a few individuals who have been important role models in disasters.Rudy

Giuliani provided key leadership after 9/11, but there were countless others who were prepared

to sacrifice everything to do what had to be done. Firefighters, police officers, emergency

medical technicians, construction workers, teams from the Office of Emergency Management,

transportation workers, and many others did their jobs with valor and ingenuity. The junior

senator from New York, Hillary Rodham Clinton, traveled from one end of the state to the other

to speak with her constituents and reassure them personally that their government was on the



case. She joined Senator Chuck Schumer, newly elected New York City mayor Michael

Bloomberg, and every member of the New York congressional delegation to make sure that the

resources to deal with the aftermath would be available as needed.In addition, a number of

dedicated members of Congress on both sides of the aisle deserve recognition and thanks for

working so hard to fix some of the serious problems that impair our ability to respond to large-

scale disasters. In addition to Senators Clinton and Schumer, who have been on the case

nonstop, Senators Susan Collins, Tom Harkin, Joe Lieberman, Jay Rockefeller, and Barak

Obama have rallied to the cause. Congressman Peter King has totally immersed himself in the

issue and become one of the nation’s real experts on homeland security. And North Carolina

Senator Richard Burr has taken on his work as chairman of the Subcommittee on Bioterrorism

Preparedness and Public Health with great interest and thoughtfulness about the critical issues

his subcommittee must address. Senator Burr is a serious player on this issue.There are

several congressional staffers who are providing important leadership and support on the

issues. Dr. Robert Kadlec, staff director to Senator Burr, is an extraordinary expert on

bioterrorism whom I originally met when he was working at the White House right after 9/11.

He has been supportive and helpful to my work on this book from the very beginning. The

same is true of Bob’s dedicated staff members, Jennifer Bryning, Kathy Hebert, and David

Marcozzi. Ann Gavaghan, of Senator Clinton’s staff, is another very effective consummate

professional who has fully dedicated herself to this terribly difficult work of drafting

preparedness and response legislation.In Louisiana and Mississippi, the dedication and

heroism of so many people were not only inspiring, but literally lifesaving. Thousands of

emergency responders laid everything on the line to help their fellow citizens. Innumerable

police officers and EMTs who themselves had lost everything in the storm stayed on the job

helping so many others for weeks and months on end. Even high government officials rolled up

their sleeves and worked under extreme duress and at personal risk.In the immediate

aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, I was very moved to receive a call from Mississippi Senator

Thad Cochran. Paul Simon, co-founder with me of the Children’s Health Fund, and I had met

with the senator in the spring of 2005 to tell him about the mobile medical units we were using

around the country to provide health care for some of the nation’s most medically underserved

children. Then after the Katrina disaster, Senator Cochran was among the very first to realize

how useful these units might be in providing emergency assistance in the Gulf. Through his

influence we reached Mississippi state health director Brian Amy and emergency operations

chief James Craig—both incredibly effective public officials who took charge of the public

health response to Katrina in their state. They were exceedingly helpful in making sure our

units got to where they needed to be.Three senior health officials in Louisiana, all physicians,

have played critical roles in the aftermath of the disaster in New Orleans and the rest of the

state: Kevin Stephens, director of the New Orleans Department of Health; Fred Cerise,

secretary of the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals; and Jimmy Guidry, a state

health officer. Not only did they stay on the job nonstop for months, they worked on the front

lines during the worst times after the hurricane and flooding of New Orleans.I have met many

extraordinary doctors in my career, but it’s fair to say that I have only rarely encountered

anyone as dedicated and effective as Erin Brewer, who works with the Louisiana Department

of Health. Our first conversation was by telephone just a couple of days after the hurricane. The

Children’s Health Fund was getting ready to send down the first of our mobile medical units,

and I called her to get a sense of the scope of the disaster.Erin told me what she had seen and

I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. She had not slept in days. Before she finished her report,

she stopped speaking. I heard the anguish in her crying. In a moment she regained her



composure and apologized for “being so emotional.” She said it had been overwhelming. As a

doctor and a human being it was unbearable to her that so many people needed help, and that

so few resources were available to meet the urgent demand. From that moment, Erin and I

were bonded. She was our local eyes and ears, making sure that our assets—and those of

hundreds of others—got to the places where medical help was most needed.There are many

people who support me every day, particularly at the Children’s Health Fund. These dedicated

professionals responded as effectively to the Katrina disaster as they did to the 9/11 attacks in

New York. Drs. Arturo Brito, Alan Shapiro, Dave Krol, Mike Duffy, Sue Spalding, Randy

Christensen, Isabel Piño, Pervis Hill, and Paula Madrid, along with so many other physicians,

nurses, social workers, and drivers, rose to the occasion of seeing thousands of dazed, injured,

and traumatized survivors. Much of their response was organized by Lynn Seim, CHF senior

vice president and nurse supreme. Our clinical and public health work in the Gulf after Katrina

was dubbed “Operation Assist.” We thought this would be a relatively quick relief effort, but it

soon turned into a long-term commitment providing services to the displaced families of the

Gulf. Alison Greene, Operation Assist’s director, public health expert Richard Garfield, and

Susan Robinson all were instrumental in these efforts, as was field director Allison Wynn. They

were backed up by the headquarters staff of Carol Sumkin, Gabrielle Schang, Violet Moss,

Roy Grant, and so many others. On the policy side, Dennis Johnson, my long-time colleague

and executive vice president of the CHF, has been a great source of insight and

encouragement from the beginning.Many colleagues have deepened my understanding of

terrorism and disasters, including Dr. Tara O’Toole, director of the University of Pittsburgh

Medical Center’s Center for Biosecurity, and Dr. Isaac Weisfuse, deputy director of New York

City’s Department of Health and Mental Health, to name just two. Judge Joe Bruno, New York’s

commissioner of the Office of Emergency Operations, has been another effective professional

who has done a remarkable job in bringing this department up to a new standard. New York is

also very fortunate to have Commissioner Ray Kelly running the NYPD. This has clearly

become one of the most effective law enforcement agencies in the world, particularly in its

ability to gather intelligence, interdict terrorism, and prepare its officers for whatever might

occur.I have been fortunate to have had some very special mentors who inspired me to write

this book. The late Herb Gardner was a dear friend and a constant source of encouragement

about writing in general. Dr. Jack Geiger, whose comments on the early part of the manuscript

were invaluable, has been a role model as the ultimate public health advocate for me and so

many others over the last four decades. Dr. Allan Rosenfield, the highly esteemed dean of

Columbia’s Mailman School of Public Health, created the opportunity to establish the National

Center for Disaster Preparedness and has supported our work in this field since the very

beginning. And the late Carl Sagan, who was one of the planet’s most articulate advocates for

advancing knowledge and exploration as the twin bedrocks of democracy and who taught me

so much about what it means to make a difference.Finally, I want to thank my friend Paul

Simon, who seems to be intrigued by my foray into the world of book writing. As cofounder of

the CHF, Paul has been there with me since the beginning, simply an amazing friend and

supporter of this effort. Paul was one of the first to recognize that the CHF’s mobile units were

ready-made for work in disaster areas, and he joined me and Karen last September when we

greeted the first two units that rolled into Biloxi, Mississippi. ForewordThe morning of Tuesday,

September 11, 2001, was unusually fine. A clear, dark blue sky was beginning to brighten as I

jogged west on Twentieth Street toward the Hudson River. Following my departure from the

U.S. Senate and Nebraska, my first year in New York City had been much more difficult than I

imagined. I was struggling to adjust to the change in physical and social landscape and to the



unfamiliar demands of work as president of the New School. And most of all I was waking each

morning with the pain of the memory of my role in the killing of civilians in Vietnam in 1969, the

details of which I had chosen to discuss publicly.Approaching the World Trade Center where I

made my turn, I could see the reflection of the rising sun in the windows of New Jersey office

buildings. All my troubles had been momentarily obliterated by the birth of my third child at a

Hackensack, New Jersey, hospital the day before. I was in a hurry to get home and be on my

way to join my family. A car was scheduled to pick me up at 8 a.m. The driver was a

moonlighting member of the New York City Fire Department.By the time we reached the

hospital, beauty had turned to horror. A plane had crashed into the north tower of the World

Trade Center. My wife was watching the scene on television when I entered her room. Within

minutes a second plane struck the south tower. An hour later both towers had collapsed, a third

plane had struck the Pentagon, and the country was changed forever.The people of New York

City, the United States, and the rest of the world were unified in a way I had never experienced

in my life. As we learned the stories of those who died that morning, we shared a grief that

pulled the lives of strangers into our own. Christians, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, and

atheists died that morning simply because they chose to go to work or to attend a meeting.

Citizens of many countries, people of a wide range of political beliefs, men and women who

had done nothing wrong. The only thing that seemed to matter was the place of their

employment.A little more than a year later, Senator Tom Daschle asked me to serve on the

9/11 Commission. What I learned during the next nine months surprised me. I learned that the

September 11 attack on the World Trade Center was the latest in a series of successful and

unsuccessful military operations against the United States that dated back to the early 1990s. I

learned that the men who led this effort had declared war on the United States on account of

the very thing that made us vulnerable: our openness, our liberalness, our preference to be in a

world where people of all religions can live peacefully side by side.I learned that this enemy

was much different than any we had faced before. This enemy did not have measurable and

observable military forces. This enemy did not feel remorse about killing civilians. Quite the

contrary. That was their objective.Collateral damage was not a tragedy; it was their purpose. I

learned how successful they had been in recruiting from mosques where imams preached

hatred of the United States. I learned how they had established a sanctuary inside Afghanistan

that was not as remote as we had believed. And I learned that every time we excused the

intentions behind the words spoken in radical mosques and schools, every show of restraint on

our part, and every moment we had been unwilling to meet force with force, had been seen as

a sign of weakness, a signal that we could be attacked without consequence.This time there

were consequences. Most of the world united in a war against the Taliban in Afghanistan where

Al-Qaeda had found a safe haven from which to operate. Not only did this war succeed in

destroying its sanctuary, but it also began an unprecedented level of cooperation by

international law enforcement agencies, accompanied by a recognition that we were far more

vulnerable than we had previously imagined.I also learned we had been woefully unprepared

for the September 11 military attack by nineteen men who had found it altogether too easy to

enter, hijack, and use four American commercial airliners as weapons. It was the opinion of all

five Republican and all five Democratic members of the 9/11 Commission that the government

of the United States had done nothing to prepare for a domestic assault in spite of repeated

Central Intelligence Agency warnings in the summer of 2001 that the enemy was determined

to strike inside our borders. These warnings were ignored. This was not a failure of intelligence.

It was a failure to act upon the intelligence that sounded the alarm and called attention to our

weakness.Finally, I learned that in spite of two land wars that continue to this day, hundreds of



billions of tax dollars spent, and two massive reorganizations of the federal government, we are

much more vulnerable than necessary. The evil and charismatic leader of our most active

enemy is still alive and apparently well, threatening not just us but a fledgling nation-state in

Afghanistan and a fragile government in Pakistan. The cancer of this threat has metastasized

to Iraq, Somalia, and other places whose stability is in doubt.This is bad news. The even worse

news is our lack of preparation to deal with the aftermath of any manmade or natural disaster

that could visit our shores. Dr. Irwin Redlener, a respected authority on the subject, has

carefully researched five elaborate, hypothetical scenarios on the background, genesis, and

consequences of catastrophic events.Americans at Risk joins other recent and persuasive

analysis in making the case that we are not ready for megadisasters—as if we had to be told

following the debacle we witnessed in the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. This book

also tells us why we were not prepared. Finally, Dr. Redlener offers specific recommendations

about what we can do now to get ready for future disasters.The good news is that we are more

or less able to get through the typical major emergencies caused by floods and tornados,

moderate earthquakes, and the like. But we totally collapse when the disaster overwhelms

local, state, and regional capacity. There are several reasons for this. To begin with, FEMA’s

functionality has essentially disappeared and federal leadership is a shambles. The result is

that our ability to organize a major response initiative is in doubt.The central challenge

Americans face is that we don’t know what we mean by the term “prepared” and thus we do

not know what to “buy.” We presume that spending tens of billions of dollars must make us

safer. Dr. Redlener’s analysis shows us how wrong we are by detailing a mind-boggling lack of

accountability in the system.We are now paying an extraordinary price for letting some of the

nation’s basic systems fall into a dangerously dysfunctional state. In particular, Dr. Redlener

makes it clear that the most expensive health-care system in the world would be overwhelmed

by a major disaster. Just as dire is his analysis of other elements of the infrastructure, such as

levees and communications systems.Throughout this book, Dr. Redlener focuses on the issue

of leadership and the smart use of existing resources, including a much more clarified use of

the military to help deal with major disasters. He is also unsparing in his critique of

nongovernmental organizations like the Red Cross and the general return to complacency that

has characterized Americans’ attitudes since September 11. He reviews international best

practices, recommends specific solutions, and provides examples of preparedness that he

considers ideal.His recommendations include extracting FEMA from the Department of

Homeland Security, enacting legislation to create a permanent 9/11 Commission with

subpoena authority, fixing our health-care system, and making the surgeon general the public

health “czar.” He argues that we need to change the congressional oversight process and

develop new strategies to engage the public in preparedness. He believes we can and must do

all of this without creating disaster paranoia.In my opinion, Dr. Redlener’s diagnosis is accurate

and his prescriptions are sound. I hope that our Congress will read Americans at Risk and

respond with action.—Bob KerreyPresident of the New School,June 3, 2006 IntroductionSince

September 2001, the United States has seemingly been on a crash course to upgrade the

nation’s ability to prevent terrorism, strengthen its vital infrastructure, and plan for any future

disaster response. By the end of 2006, the expenditures directed toward these endeavors will

have exceeded $250 billion, and the majority of these funds will have been diverted from a

wide range of unmet health and social programs where they are desperately needed. At the

same time, bureaucracies at all levels of government have been greatly expanded, bloated with

new responsibilities, yet stunningly unfettered by any appropriate level of accountability to the

American people.For all of this, the nation remains decidedly unprepared. The promised



extreme upgrade of our intelligence capacity is, at best, a work in progress. U.S. ports and

borders are not secure. Bridges, tunnels, and levees across the country need repair and

strengthening. Industries from chemical plants to nuclear power facilities remain vulnerable to

accidents and intentional violation. The health-care system, an essential component of

effective response to large-scale disasters, is increasingly fragile, apparently unable to mount

an effective response to a major, high-consequence catastrophe.America is failing one of the

most important tests of national capability and resolve we have ever faced. This failure will

continue to cost lives. Staggering expenses will be incurred to address what well may have

been prevented in the first place. Responsible prevention requires prudent investments in the

right plan. It takes visionary leadership and the means to carry out an effective and efficient

agenda that will make the country stronger, without undermining its fundamental values. Yet

these are precisely the qualities that are absent from the governing hierarchies of American

society today. To put it as plainly as possible, the current administration and congressional

leadership have created and perpetuated a culture of incompetence and vulnerability that

needs to be addressed rapidly and methodically.In many ways, the nation’s approach to

preventing further terrorism in the United States and improving our capacity to respond to

major disasters bears unnerving similarities to the conduct of the war in Iraq. Questionable

information, misguided leadership, unclear goals, underinvestment in critical areas, and

staggering hubris apply as much to large-scale disaster preparedness as they do to the

conduct of the war. For this, the country has already paid a great price, with, unfortunately,

more to come.Americans remain clearly at risk. The threats we face are real and the solutions

not always apparent. Sober terror experts talk about deeply embedded “sleeper cells” and

coast-to-coast homeland security breaches, made even more troubling in early 2006 with

questions about who owns the companies that ultimately secure—or leave open to terror—

America’s ports. Many medical experts point out the inevitability of such natural disasters as

pandemic influenza and our extraordinary lack of preparedness to handle such a crisis.

Seismologists remind us that the “big one” could come at any time. And scientists discuss the

possibility of “American tsunamis” striking the east or west coasts, much like the megadisaster

that killed 250,000 people in Southeast Asia at the end of 2004.We are clearly on a path of

disaster overload. Somebody, somewhere is talking about potential massive failures in the U.S.

electrical grid, the consequences of global warming, or the ominous meltdown of a nuclear

power plant—either by accident or at the hand of a terrorist.We hear the experts and, for the

most part, we believe them. It’s just that we don’t quite know what we are supposed to do.

Some of the issues seem too arcane to understand, others too big to solve. We expect

government to take care of business by strengthening what is fragile or not secure and by

responding when called. But mostly we hope against hope that calamity isn’t around the

corner.No one has all of the answers for addressing these perceived threats to our safety and

stability. But the last thing we want is to live in fear or raise our children in a society where the

opportunity to grow, thrive, and enjoy life is undermined by “threat anxiety” or an obsession

with the pursuit of absolute security. I believe we can create an environment in which we take

prudent steps to reduce risk while still pursuing a life of personal fulfillment and sustaining a

realistic sense of hope for the future.The nation is stumbling through a process of

understanding the major threats to the health and well-being of its citizens. We have not yet

clarified what we are trying to achieve with respect to being prepared for large-scale, high-

consequence disasters. In fact, the absence of a clear definition of what “prepared” actually

means makes it almost impossible to establish functional guidelines—or benchmarks—for how

to get to a desired state of readiness.A better state of readiness for major disasters will mean



having the courage to accept the threats that are real and the discipline to design and

implement strategies that could actually make a difference. This is not a job for any single

sector of our society. Getting this right will require a five-way partnership among government,

citizens, first responders, nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector, all of which

have critical roles to play in disaster prevention and response.Nonetheless, some idiosyncratic

realities of our culture and politics pose barriers to making “readiness progress.” Getting better

prepared for megadisasters, just like making our children smarter, our nation healthier, or the

military stronger, requires sometimes costly investments in basic programs that pay off in the

future. The return on substantial improvements in our schools, creating an accessible health-

care system, or improving military recruitment will mean a smarter, healthier, or stronger nation

in the decades to come—not next month or next year.The long-term nature of these

investments in social progress is challenging for this nation of hard-core individualists. We are

a people who like to live in the moment. We seem innately unable to postpone gratification.

Early investment for long-term payoff is anathema to Americans. And if the truth be told, we do

not readily embrace the basic concept of prevention. We are often reluctant participants in the

programs and recommendations that might improve our health or increase

longevity.September 11 and Hurricane Katrina were each turning points for the nation. Taken

together, they define a dramatic transition from theoretical thinking about megadisasters to a

very real understanding of what prevention, mitigation, and effective response can actually

mean to people and communities. But were these events a wake-up call—or more like a

snooze alarm? They got our attention, but we quickly drifted back to sleep.In spite of the often-

repeated references to these tragedies as “lessons learned,” I am skeptical. There may be

lessons, but I am not sure what we have learned. In the pages that follow, I hope to provide a

sense of our vulnerabilities to naturally occuring events, a degraded infrastructure, and the

intentional acts of people determined to kill and demoralize Americans. By understanding

these vulnerabilities, and thinking about how enormous tragedies can actually unfold, readers

will understand the scope of the problems we face as a nation.I will conclude this book by

describing how much can be accomplished. While we cannot prevent tsunamis, we can

develop early warning systems that will save lives. If we cannot stabilize the tectonic plates

under San Francisco, we can reinforce its buildings to withstand fairly powerful earthquakes.

We can support the Sacramento levees, fix the hundred-year-old water mains in Chicago and

every other major American city, and improve nuclear power plant safety in Kentucky and

elsewhere. We can even do a great deal to improve border and port security to seriously

dampen the possibility of terrorists infiltrating our country with weapons of mass

destruction.Even if the nation’s intelligence capability is substantially strengthened and

homeland security better assured, these systems will never be perfect. An American city could

conceivably experience the nightmare of a nuclear detonation. The essential point is that the

quality and extent of survival and recovery, even from a nuclear bomb, are affected by the

success of our preparedness and mitigation programs.We face serious threats from many

quarters, but they are not fickle vagaries of fate or bad luck. Our future is anything but

hopeless, and we are not helpless. We are a nation of 300 million. In spite of wide ideological

and political diversity, we have a vast reservoir of talented problem-solvers who share a

common desire to examine what puts the nation at risk and determine how best to reduce its

vulnerability. We need to start with a long, hard look at what we’re doing and where we are. We

need new leadership and real inspiration. We need a sense of mission, determination, and

investment to make it possible for our children and the generations to come to live lives filled

with promise and possibility, facing—and not fearing—the complicated modern world.Finally,



the United States has a great deal of “unfinished business” that has challenged and plagued

the nation for many decades—long before we were jolted by 9/11 and horrified by the response

to Hurricane Katrina. Intractable poverty in many segments of American society, a deteriorating

and ever more costly health-care system, concerns about immigration policy, massive

problems in public education in many parts of the country, and struggles to keep up with the

new realities of global economic competition are among the many issues that will not

conveniently fade away while we focus our attention on terrorism and disaster response. We

have to be able to deal with all of these issues simultaneously. IAfter the Storm 1 • Help on

Hold, Lives at StakeAlmost a month to the day following the devastating landfall of Hurricane

Katrina, I made my third of many trips to the Gulf region of Mississippi. I was there to meet with

members of the Operation Assist medical relief team who had been working nonstop to treat

the unending flow of displaced and disoriented people who needed medical care. Operation

Assist is the collaboration singer-songwriter Paul Simon and I organized between the

Children’s Health Fund and Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health to bring

emergency relief to people who had survived the storm. On the way from the Biloxi-Gulfport

airport, I asked to be driven by some areas that had been particularly hard-hit. I had been to

these neighborhoods before but was anxious to see what progress had been made.We drove

down I-90, heading into D’Iberville, a community of some 7,500 citizens, with a Wal-Mart, a

Winn-Dixie supermarket, and a couple of dollar stores. The weather was balmy and slightly

overcast. It felt like a normal day in a typical small southern town—until we looked out the

window. In some neighborhoods, whole blocks had been flattened. Storefronts had been ripped

off the buildings and overhead signs were left dangling from one corner of the store or had

been blown away entirely. There were about 1,830 homes in D’Iberville before Katrina came

crashing through town. In Katrina’s wake some 1,250 homes had sustained wind or water

damage. Nearly 400 had been destroyed.In 2000, the median income for residents of

D’Iberville was about $34,000 a year, about 20 percent under the national average of about

$42,000. People were more or less middle class and mostly white, with fewer than one in five

residents African American or Vietnamese. Many families were living at or below the poverty

level; few had substantial investments or savings—in other words, little or no financial safety

net was readily available. The storm damage, the disruption of the social networks, and vastly

diminished public services were taking a toll on the community.On my first visit, just days after

the storm, I was overwhelmed by the extent of the damage, and perplexed and infuriated by so

little evidence of any organized governmental response—or even presence. Now, just four

weeks later, it seemed that nothing much had changed.I saw high in the still standing trees of a

destroyed middle-class community what seemed to be some toys and children’s shredded

clothes. Sifting through the wreckage of what had been a home, a family was looking for

something to salvage. A few crews of Central American workers were beginning to reconstruct

a roof or a house here and there, but in general, time seemed to have stopped altogether.In a

low-income housing project, children surrounded us and clamored for the bottled water and

granola bars we had brought. I asked a mother if FEMA (the Federal Emergency Management

Agency) or the Red Cross had been there. She said, “Not here. We have to send somebody

out every day to find the closest Red Cross center, where we can get water for the community.

It’s usually a tenor fifteen-minute drive from here. And we still don’t have electricity or fresh

water.” When I asked if the children were going to school, she said, “Some days.”
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Buyer of Things, “Prepping for the non-extremist citizen. An excellent academician's study of a

topic all too often engaged only by fringe elements of society and reality television (but I repeat

myself). As of the writing of this review, the book is about 10 years old, and yet still offers

observations, analyses, and action items that are 100% relevant today. Importantly, this book

offers action items for the individual American on how to improve their own personal survival

chances in almost any circumstances, and also informs the concerned reader what they can

do to help their community and their nation become better prepared for any disaster as well.”

H. W. Schwartz, “Worthwhile Consideration. The basic points of this monograph are still quite

relevant and deserving of careful consideration. Preparedness needs to be a significantly

greater consideration than the extremes of paranoia or complacency. The text backs up

assertions with reasonable citations from competent authorities.”

Howard, “An important topic well presented. There is a tendency to assume that major issues

such as presented here are under control by somebody. This is a reminder that we all need to

be concerned.”

Barry Cardoza, “Excellent: The Emperor and the Assassin. I can understand why this movie

may have been too violent for mainstream American movie theaters. However, those were

violent times and this movie is both complex and dazzling. It is certainly not one that you will

ever forget. There are similarities to "Curse of the Golden Flower." Both are visually stunning

and full of political intrigue.”

Burgundy Damsel, “One of the Best. This is absolutely one of the best disaster preparedness

books I've ever read! Written by a physician with active experience in disaster preparedness

and response, it brings to the table a refreshingly genuine call to action that it unmarred by

political aspirations or partisanship.Dr. Redlener deals capably with the complexities involved in

mega-disasters, explaining in layman's terms what Americans can expect and why. He

addresses both large-scale and small-scale challenges and opportunities, from a crumbling

national infrastructure to the psychology behind Americans' wide-spread failure to take

responsibility for basics like having three days of food and a flashlight with working batteries on

hand in their own homes.Especially enlightening were his disaster scenarios, all real-to-life,

demonstrating the hows and whys of disaster impact and response. Each one illuminates the

many facets of preparedness and emergency planning that daily go overlooked or

unconsidered and brings to light ways we can act as individuals and communities to improve

our standing before we find ourselves in such an untenable position.Put this one at the top of

your list!”



Ed Uyeshima, “An Urgent Need for Government Preparedness Spelled Out in Foreboding,

Realistic Terms. The coming Armageddon is quite realistically covered by author Irwin

Redlener, the Director of the National Center for Disaster Preparedness at Columbia

University, in a variety of forms in his foreboding tome. In meticulous, sometimes bitingly

dramatic detail, he paints five fatalistic scenarios - an avian flu outbreak in New York City; a

major earthquake in Seattle; a nuclear attack; a train wreck that causes the release of toxic

chemicals; and a terrorist attack that targets elementary schools in Arizona. Within each

scenario, we see a chaotic morass of bureaucracy, and Redlener points out real-life examples

of such deficient actions that make the aftermath he describes of such disasters feel

palpable.For instance, in mentioning an actual attack on a school in Beslan, Russia, the author

brings to light the possibility that terrorists could go after soft targets, specially women and

children, since such sacrifices are more typical in Muslim. He also discusses the threat of

nuclear detonations. Just as North Korea proved today, terrorists could use newer technology

to assemble small nuclear weapons covertly. Moreover, there are liquid explosives and other

such low-tech threats that can be used in even more clandestine ways. The variety found in the

possible onslaughts is daunting, especially to the reader, and sadly, no one, from Redlener's

informed perspective, seems prepared to handle these disasters optimally. Starting with

FEMA's lethargic response to Katrina, there is a wellspring of stories about how Homeland

Security has mishandled both money and expertise.In the most prescriptive section of the

book, the author describes a nine-point strategy which amounts to validating good common

sense and a more disciplined approach to organization by the government. The author is

particularly critical of the random nature of American preparations as opposed to the more

pivotally positioned and prepared European nations. Redlener begins his recommendations

with having the 9/11 Commission reconvene to address preparedness efforts, and including

the expansion of the military role in planning for and responding to major disasters. He also

discusses the key role played by volunteer organizations in recovering from mega-disasters

with little organized support from the government.Most tangibly, Redlener discusses citizen

preparedness and our sometimes surprising history of lapses in this area, even when such

efforts were highly publicized during WWII. Despite common belief, little was actually

accomplished in this area at the time. The current threat of WMDs is quite different from the A-

bombs of yore since they are so focused in devastation, but the need for personal

preparedness is still quite evident. While it may come across as prosaic to tell citizens to stay

healthy and fit, Redlener knows full well that it comes down to the individual to ensure larger

plans can be mobilized. This is a hard read at times but most worthwhile.”

Robert H. Reiner, PhD., BCN, BCB, “Redlener showing the right stuff. > This provocative and

often disturbing book reveals that Dr. Redlener has certainly acquired an impressive grasp of

the potential horrific catastrophic events that> > our country may have to face in the future. His

experience> > as Director of the National Center for Disaster Preparedness and vast> >

research on the topic make this book likely the #1 most credible account of> > the potential

catastrophes our country may confront going forward and insights> > into what the government

and we as United States citizens can do to help> > damper the effects of such an event.

Redlener's book, while undoubtedly frightening, is as real as it gets.> > Any one of us could be

effected by some sort of megadisaster at any given> > time and Dr.Redlener at least provides

hope that the outcome of such an event> > is not completely out of our hands. This book is a

must read for anybody> > who has any interest in learning real ways to not only protect oneself

but> > to contribute to a more successful response by our country as a whole in the> > wake of



such a disaster.> > -Robert H. Reiner, Ph. D.Executive DirectorBehavioral Associates”

The book by Irwin Redlener has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 24 people have provided feedback.
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